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25 Psychological syndrome (formulated by  

Swedish psychologist in 1973 after abortive 

bank robbery hostage situation) wherein a 
victim, traumatized by abduction and/or 

abuse, develops an intense, often romantic 

empathic attachment to his or her captor 
(like Patty Hearst and SLA) 
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Across Down 
  

1 1920 German horror film directed by Paul  1 Neurological syndrome characterized by  
 Wegener about clay monster brought to life   involuntary nervous tics and the compulsive, 

 by great Rabbi Loew (with magic spell from   explosive utterance of obscenities such as 

 Cabala) to protect Jews from pogrom in 16th   “Blow it out your a*** m***********!” 
 century Prague and help out around ghetto  2 In a schizophrenic state of immobility,  

 (English title please) (initials)  rigidity and stupor 

2 Famous French chef (1784-1833) 3 Alcoholic beverage made from cereal 
8 Eccentric, fundamentalist Muslim clique led  4 Radio Islam (initials) 

 by mysterious, one-eyed Afghan Mullah  5 Prolific, disgraced English author of stories 

 (deposed in recent “regime change”) known  about Noddy, Big Ears and Golly (initials) 
 for hard-line application of Koranic law 6 Tasty kosher soup eaten at Passover (5-4) 

 (amputation of offending body part, homo- 7 Der Blaue … 1930 Josef Von Sternberg  

 sexuals crushed under walls, no TV etc., etc.)  classic about descent into degradation of  
9 Bring together disparate parts into integrated   stuffy, tyrannical professor (Emil Jannings) 

 whole  after affair with sultry vamp Lola Lola 

11 Real name of US author Dr. Seuss (initials)  (Marlene Dietrich) at sleazy Berlin nightclub  
12 Capital of Latvia (on mouth of Western   of same name 

 Dvina) 8 Of which fearsome beast did William Blake  

13 Disconcert, worry, disturb, disorient, puzzle  write “Did he smile his work to see? Did he  

14 City in Devon with Gothic cathedral  who made the lamb make thee?”? 

15 Oral Law (initials) 10 Greatly vilified US president who exposed  

16 Spanish for bull  Soviet agent (and author of diabolic Yalta  
17 Go out, wane, fade  protocol) Alger Hiss in State Department in 

18 The Nutcracker (initials)  1950’s 

19 Nine Inch Nails (initials) 13 Hot kind of kiss 
21 Initials shared by great Japanese director  20 Coloured fluid used for writing and drawing 

 (Ikiru, Dodeskaden etc.), gloomy Jewish  22 Name shared by big-boned Australian 

 intellectual (The Thirteenth Tribe etc.), scary   politician, little boy in Rudyard Kipling  
 fundamentalist leader of 1979 Iranian Islamic   adventure, charming Soviet penetration agent 

 revolution, Russian leader deposed by Lenin   in wartime MI5, 50’s sex kitten known for 

 and Bolsheviks in 1917, tragic, adulteress   soft voice and pointy sweaters (Picnic, Pal  
 heroine of Tolstoy classic, adorable Russian   Joey, The Man with the Golden Arm etc.) and  

 tennis player babe and hot new Britpop act   enigmatic dynastic Communist leaders of  

 (Ladies Night etc.)  North Korea 

23 Italian for “chains” as in San Pietro in … (in  23 Iced vo … delicious biscuit 

 Rome) 24 Ophüls oeuvre (initials) 

 

 


